X. OTHER STORIES

WESTERN MEDICINE
GENETICAL MUTATION AND AUTO IMMUNE DISEASES
Most of you have already been brain washed by Big Pharma to believe
that ALL diseases are caused by either gene mutation of they are simply
auto immune diseases. This cannot be further away from the truth!
We are almost at such stage of mind control and repeated lies that soon
we will believe cold, flu and pneumonia are simply caused by gene
mutation. We are probably a decade away from this sort of scenario.
Well – I will only say this – practically every disease or illness starts with
pathogens or nanotechnology. Most of them have serious parasites at
base. And like all parasites they always deliver a lot of “goodies” in form
of smaller pathogens.
The diseases which we currently have no clue what causes them, e.g.
diabetes, leukaemia, autism, and many more are simply caused by
viruses. Obviously these pathogens are too small to be found and even if
someone was to search in the right direction we have no tools/
microscopes allowing us to see those pathogens. Also - nanotechnology
has been at Big Pharma disposal for several decades now allowing them
to engineer new diseases and re-induce biological disease.
Only Royal Raymond Rife could do it and since his days we actually took
many steps back instead of making a serious progress.
In a century - and since discovery of penicillin - we have not found a
single cure for a single disease. 100 year of so called Western Medicine
and we still cannot cure a stupid flu or Hepatitis.
The truth is – Western Medicine is not about curing anything – it is about
“treating” symptoms forever. And the word treating should be read as
“delaying death for as long as possible”.
VACCINATIONS – THERE IS NOTHING WRONG WITH THEM EXCEPT…
There is nothing wrong with vaccinations except…. - Except the
production process!!!

So lets just explain it in the fastest possible way.
Everything needs food. Also bacteria or viruses need to be grown using
food to develop enough quantity so the pathogen then can be converted
into a vaccine.
Remember - this is Section is not about the vaccinations. This is about
the food used in production process.
And this food could be anything - starting from eggs, then with use of
human foetus from abortions and finishing on all sorts of animal organs.
Now - ask yourself, what do the monkey organs like kidney or brains
come with? The answer is - with practically anything – e.g. viruses,
bacteria, tumours.
So - what is a tumour? Or - what causes tumours to develop and grow the answer is simple. Mr Rife proved 90 years ago that cancer or tumour
is caused by a virus.
And the very same virus exists in food used in vaccine production.
This is the most important thing to say - whatever comes in food ends up
contaminating vaccinations.
And whatever contaminates your vaccination it cannot be sterilised!
So whatever comes in food ends up being part of a vaccination!
And then you end up contracting something new you never desired to
have!
Is it simple to understand?
Vaccinations are contaminated with all sorts of viruses and
nanotechnology.
Any injection you have you are risking having contracted something far
worse than what you would like to be protected against with the actual
vaccination.

BLOOD TESTING - IF RESULTS STILL SHOW POSITIVE
We wrote about nano technology at large and if you have not read or
understood what it is then please study that section again and again.
First of all - huge proportion of blood tests is not actually designed to
detect the physical pathogen but the actual antibodies. Now – e.g. if you
are affected by Lyme Complex or something chronic your chances of
detecting the real source are close to lets say 10%.
The reason - the T-cells from you immune system are working on
something else and not on what the doctor thinks it is.
There are thousands of pathogens and there is not one single test to
detect a tenth of them let alone everything.
And the most important to remember is:
To discredit Rife and every alternative method all you have to do is to
show that what this book claims is utterly wrong. So why not engage the
nano technology to reassemble its units into identical virus or bacteria
and then the T-cells continue to detect something, which is nonbiological but mimics in 100% the same pathogen.
Discredit - that is all you have to do. Remember that. And this is
precisely how it’s done with use of nano technology!

Finally - T-cells can produce antibodies for a very long time even when
the infection is gone which is presumed to be impossible. T-cells can be
possibly fooled. When another infection kicks in without giving T-cells
any break and the inflammation continues then the immune system may
continue to run fighting something that does not exists any longer for a
long time before it realises its own error.

HERXHEIMER-JERSICH REACTION AND SEPSIS
At least 1 in 10 people have Lyme Complex. And as you can imagine this
is probably the most toxic infection you can have. People with so called
allergies to antibiotics almost certainly have Lyme Disease.
So when you have suspected sepsis this could be simply a Herxheier
reaction. Or perhaps every sepsis is simply the Herxheimer-Jersich
reaction. The biggest problem is - medical professionals have no clue
about it.
I discovered on one of the antibiotic leaflets that this definition is
included in the long list of possible side effects. Unfortunate - nobody is
intelligent enough to link these two facts.
The biggest danger when you have the alleged sepsis is - in case if it is
actually Herxing - are the antibiotics.
So - simply imagine you are misdiagnosed with Herx.
You have alleged Sepsis.
So what happens next?
You are given antibiotics…
And what do they do????
They kill more Borellia.
What happens in effect?
You create more toxins, which can be too much for someone with severe
Lyme, and it can kill someone.
There are over 50k of deaths caused by Sepsis in the UK alone and only
God knows how many of them could have been avoided if antibiotics are
not administered. The scale of this problem is gigantic!
They exterminate people in hundreds each day - it is like Russian
roulette.

One other thing and very important to mention is the gamble with
recognising whether you have an infection with virus or bacteria.
Well - in case if you are found to have a bacterial infection what
normally happen next is as following - you get administered antibiotic.
So, what can happen next? The bacteria can carry a more lethal virus
inside.
What happens next then - many cases are as follow - patients improve
for a few days and then there occurs another set back. The antibiotic
releases the virus. And the virus can kill as an aftermath of treatment.
Also, because the immune system does not fight any longer as well as it
could while antibiotic is administered.
And when the antibiotic is finished the immune system is too weak to
put up a fight. And viruses are normally a lot worse than anything else…
But this is my theory and there is obviously no proof out there.
Except I know it from cases of Lyme disease - the mechanism is identical
- do not take antibiotics as this is not only incurable condition - it can
also release a lot worse beast in due process.

THE MORGUES, THE PARASITES AND THE SILENCE
We have been visited for millennia and they almost certainly (E.T.s) live
amongst us. Even Russian President admitted it openly on TV.
The biggest and the most obvious problem we have is in Western
Medicine – the parasites do not exist and are practically never
considered by doctors.
I see this as another problem - what we must presume is whatever came
from other planets (different types of parasites) is not supposed to be
identified and/or described in post mortem. And not only E.T.s but also
other E.T. parasites have invaded our bodies in the last few decades!
Why we never hear about strange species of parasites in medical
journals? I think we have to ask ourselves - who are the “people” (or
non-terrestrials) dissecting our bodies after death. How come nobody
ever mentions the word parasites on TV or in medical circles or in
descendants’ reports? The truth is probably that morgues are run by
E.T.s. They obviously have no interest in making this public.
There is social order to maintain on this planet as well. And keeping our
numbers down is the key to that order. And parasites are key element in
making our lives as short as possible.
The E.T.s must also be extracting something from our bodies after we
descent. And this is also well documented. Why would they keep quiet
about parasites? Why do we never see any videos of dissecting? They say
each hospital has a tunnel leading to a morgue for that very reason….
I believe this is another major cover up and it will take lots of time to
prove if ever.

WESTERN MEDICINE - THE TIP OF THE ICEBERG
This is an endless topic where hundreds of examples can be given to
shock all of you. And I will do my best to do it in this chapter of this
book.
So where do we start?
Perhaps by emphasising how important it is that your mind is
preoccupied with day to day crap with so called scientific discoveries.
The reason behind it is to distract you from other things happening in
the background.
And the more focus on the garbage called medicine the longer time they
get to work on further improvement and implementation of next phases
of our genocide.
The full roll out of 5G will practically complete their next stage of
having a full control over our mind and body.
We have been fooled to the level where they say jump and we all do. We
are continuously fed with stories of breakthrough discoveries, about
imminent cure for this and that. And just look back in time and realise
that in the last 100 years or so we have not found one single cure for one
single medical condition since discovery of penicillin. Correct! And we
have become immune to almost every infection to date, so how do you
control the crowd?
The answer is - Nano technology and Morgellons. This new technology
has been designed to replicate conventional problems which are known
to us as infections, idiotic auto immune diseases, gene mutation - all of
these caused by Nano technology and Morgellons.
We are so arrogant and primitive that we cannot see beyond and above
the fencing they have created. Our minds are spanned in a circle and
then we are pushed out to behave like a drunken pirate.
We are nothing but a rotten corpses monitored and controlled by very
few individuals and by very sophisticated weapons.

You can only imagine when the crowd wakes up and grabs pitch forks and
go to the streets.
And this is imminent so be prepared.
If I have to carry on - just a few basic observations - our doctors have no
clue about basic microorganisms and more importantly about parasites
which are the main source of disease.
We have heavy metals, nerve agents in our water or flying in the air.
We have plastic particulates we ingest same as any fish in the ocean.
We have chemtrails spraying chemicals and nanotechnology.
We have 5G which oxidises our cells leading to early death.
We have vaccinations, which nobody has any clue what is inside them.
We have radioactive elements in our environment.
We have electronic surveillance and harassment and negative mood
induced frequencies transmitted around us with 4G/5G.
Western Medicine is just the tip of the problem and there is an easy fix
to it.
Other things are a lot more complex in preventing, reversing and fixing.
You need to wake up, free your mind and look around you.
Look at the lemmings surrounding you and yakking parrots.

DIET
There is not much to say on diet other than you cannot win. No matter
what you do the food we consume is contaminated. And it does not
matter where it comes from.
My latest discovery was in October 2019. When suddenly all of my
tomatoes developed black patches all over leaves and then began to rot
before getting anywhere near ready to eat.
The conclusion - we are sprayed from above with all sorts of chemicals.
As soon as the commercial crops are picked they would spray chemtrails
to ensure any vegetable patch stops producing any more goods.
That is one side of the coin. When we say we have a healthy diet - what
does it mean?
Fish - stuffed with micro beads.
Meat - full of prions.
Vegetables - full of pesticides.
Organic food - all water and air is contaminated.
When I refer to a diet the first thing to discuss is the volume of food we
consume. We eat well too much. And this has a monumental effect on
our organs. The more you eat the harder they have to work.
The second thing about diet is - how often do you eat and when do you
have your first meal in a day? We have been brain washed millions of
times to believe that we should eat early, frequently and all the way
through the day.
So this is another big lie ever invented - refer on chapter on the Biggest
Lies ever invented for more details on diet and how all propaganda has
been designed to shorten your life.
The key to good health is in my view eating no earlier than 10AM and no
more than three times in a day. We overeat but we also give no chance
to our organs to rest. And this is precisely what shortens the life.
Everything you hear - wherever it is – it is designed to shorten and
cripple our lives.

So eat anything you like, well balanced. Start late in a day and eat as
little as possible.
When you get rid of all pathogens inside the first thing you notice is how
much lighter you are, how much more energy you have and how little
food you need to have enough energy to take you through a day.

SUPPLEMENTS
My view on supplements is very clear too - healthy and well balanced
diet should be enough to be healthy.
Unfortunate – e.g. if your body is impacted by heavy parasites which will
deny you the precious elements the body needs - you can then pump
through your guts volume of supplements , but they will be still
processed by parasites and perhaps only a small amount of it will be
absorbed by your body.
Solution - remove all large and small external agents and your body will
need no additional support other than a healthy diet.
I used to spend a fortune on bottles of pills and never noticed any
difference. Obviously, those who do notice improvement and who
dispute my views have never had the full body cleansing with Rife.
Remove all the toxins your body assimilated and see if you need any
additional supplements…?

OTHER THERAPIES
My view on other therapies is very open and very straight.
Unless the entire external burden is removed, there is no point in doing
anything. It is a waste of time and money.
Strengthening of the immune system, detox, healthy diet, active life.
These are only means of delaying inevitable.
However, when your body is free from infections, parasites, heavy
metals, silicone, nerve agents, nano technology - the body then goes
back to normal without the need for anything else.
And having a glass of wine or two, having chocolate in abundance should
have no impact on our well-being.
The simple summary - unless you remove toxins from your body your
health cannot improve. And this can only be done with magnetism.

BOTCHED UP SURGERIES
Sadly I believe I came across a person who was a victim of what I believe
is a botched up surgery.
This is so common it is mind blowing.
So what has happened: we cleared the tumour within two weeks.
Then the cancer was completely gone.
Then the oncologist said the cancer must have moved to another area. In
case if you don’t know - according to NHS cancer has legs and Stage 3
cancer can relocate to another area within a few days.
What happened later - this person was forced to have another surgery
during which something was almost certainly implanted to make things
very bad.
Sadly this person died not from cancer but from infection and
constipation combined.
This is not an advice - but when you make a fool out of those medical
Nazi they will do everything to cover up or to ensure their original
diagnosis is correct. Whatever means they must use.
Nobody can make a fool out of the Authorities. You are nothing but a
meat and when they say you die they expect you to only ask - how would
you like me to go?

CHEMOTHERAPY
Efficacy of chemotherapy is assessed at 3%. By many independent
sources.
So how do we get new drugs approved then? How do we get over a
certain threshold?
Two ways – use of parasites, in particular Echinococcus and the second
option is - we diagnose perfectly healthy people and then we apply
treatment with drugs and then hurray - the cancer is gone….
So my advise is - always seek an independent test. Always go and have
another type of scan or simply - use bioresonance methods which are by
far a lot more accurate.
With Vega test for example you can use several different methods to
make those checks.
This is how I got my confirmation of Lyme. If it wasn’t Vega test I
would’ve lost everything.
Never ever trust your doctor. When they say - “Trust me - I’m a doctor”
this is like having the devil saying - “Trust me - I can make you live
forever”. All they want is your body.
Remember - you belong to them. We are nothing but farm animals.
And if you make a fool out of them they may section you because they
can.

PARASITES - SIZE DEPENDS ON CLIMATE
These are just a few examples from my discoveries. When you read or
are being told that a certain parasite cannot exist in this or other
climate it is utter garbage. Parasites are like ants – they are smaller in a
cooler climate and a lot larger in hotter countries.

Firstly - lets look at Chagas disease - it is a very serious coinfection of
Lyme disease and every person positive with Lyme has Trypanosoma
Cruzi. Now - check the chapter on statistics and see how many people
have Lyme. This is how many people have Chagas disease.
Another example of the Guinea Worm. A smaller cousin of Guinea Worm
does exists in cold climate and can manifest itself as verrucas. It may be
as small as a tenth of the proper species. The same case is with
Oncocerca. These two parasites are very similar and can behave in
identical way.
So - the rule is simple: any species of any parasite can exists anywhere
on this planet. They had millions of years to invade every corner of this
planet and to accommodate to the climate and local environment.

GOOD BACTERIA - ANOTHER LIE!
Tell me who invented this nonsense. Those are the same so called
scientists who say cancer is incurable. The same scientist who say lies
about climate change. The same scientists who deny us cure to all
diseases by preventing Rife from being used in healthcare?
The good bacteria was invented to put you off from using Rife and
universal frequencies as a universal cure. What if you killed good
bacteria?
My view is that our immune system does not need any bacteria. Anything
dwelling inside our bodies is a burden. It has to be fed and maintained.
This obviously leads to making your life a lot shorter than it should.
Our body is not designed to rely on “good bacteria”. We are born
without good bacteria and we should die free from good bacteria. It is a
burden.
All you need is magnetic field to protect you from all harmful substances
and pathogens. This is one solution to all of it.

MOTOR NEURONE DISEASE
The Russian nesting Dolls (Matryoshka) are possibly the best way to
describe the process leading to MND and Morgellons.
There are large things embedded in us like parasites (which obviously do
not exist for Western Medicine and any other medicine) which then carry
smaller and smaller thing.
Inside parasites we have bacteria which then carry something even
smaller like a virus.
This is by the way why people die in large numbers in intensive care
because antibiotic can and do release the virus which then kills. Hence
you see an improvement in some patients for a day or two. And then on
the next day the patient is dead.
And finally - what this book is mainly about - Nanotechnology or nano
robots which are designed to take over from conventional pathogens in
case if the patient became free from the disease.
Discredit - remember - this is all they have to do.
So - in case if you become free and in case if you exceeded your Date of
Death they would activate this option. This may turn into MND or it may
turn into Morgellons. This is the same thing for me anyway.
And MND is the latest experiment which is being tested on humans so
when they have a crowd of people on the streets with pitch forks
demanding answers they can then extinct us by activating MND in all of
us. And within a few weeks most of us would be disabled and unable to
cause trouble.
No need for the Biblical Flood to wipe us out of this planet. This is how it
will be done. We will be extinguished like a candle.
This was my main observation with people of a very high consciousness
who could resist their technology - those people had triggered MND and
Morgellons.
Those who followed their electronic instructions forgot about Rifing and
went back to their daily misery. This is the system surrounding us.

But why? - I believe this planet is nothing but a farm or a factory and we
are nothing but cattle - quite literally. We are meat and nothing but
meat.
And considering what we have done to this planet another human reset
is just a few years or perhaps even a few months away from happening.
Because this planet has to be saved and the only way to do it is by
reducing our numbers to several millions. Something big is on the
horizon and we will all witness it soon.

MENTAL HEALTH ACT
Like 1939 Cancer Act, Mental Health Act is another piece of legislation
which can and will be used against those who oppose the Authorities.
One visible link for me is that those who have Morgellons triggered by
nanotechnology are obviously most dangerous as their consciousness is
highly developed.
Another way of having additional control over masses is to make them
report to their doctor and say: “Doctor, doctor, I have something
crawling under my skin!”
Which leads only to one thing - a stamp in your medical records which
says “Delusional Parasitosis”. This obviously means you can be sectioned
under the act in case if you were to cause any trouble.
So basically – this is how it works. And they have done it to many people
who attempted to make others aware what is being done to them and to
show public how we are being exterminated.
So - before you go and see your doctor again - think several times about
what you are going to say because one day it can be used against you.
And you may only see this beautiful world from behind bars and under a
heavy dose of drugs.

1939 CANCER ACT
Not much really needs to be said here. This is also black and white on
Cancer Research UK.
When Mr Rife made his discoveries he was worshipped by some of the
most sophisticated medical minds in the USA. And then the Great
Recession came in 1938 (or was engineered on purpose).
And then obviously it became very easy to bribe almost anybody who
was involved with Mr Rife to persuade them to deny ever knowing him.
And this is exactly what happened. And to ensure nobody ever uses this
technology again in treatment of any disease the 1939 Cancer Act was
introduced.
The law basically says:
Unless you are medically qualified (Big Pharma trained) you cannot
advise, diagnose or treat cancer.
The same law exists in every other country on this planet. And this is
where we have to stop. Perhaps this book will prove the lies surrounding
us on cancer will be validated in just a few years time.
Finally - I have always wondered who and how controls millions of
physicists from developing medical devices and testing them on people.
The answer is Mind Control! All in a separate Chapter on this topic.
How can you stop the most obvious technology from application in
blasting cancer and other pathogens?
This is nothing but an ongoing genocide on unimaginable scale.

DELUSIONAL PARASITOSIS
This is simply Morgellons and nanotechnology, which can be transparent
in dozens of different ways.
One of the core symptoms is muscle twitching and all sorts of
movements under the skin. Also skin lesions and other internal bleeding
may develop.
This appears to be what they serve to least subordinated minds on this
planet.
This is how they punish those individuals who can resist Mind Control.
And as soon as you describe it to your doctor it will end up in your
records for good.
And a lot more can happen because as soon as it is on your records you
are a subject to Mental Health Act and they simply owe you.
They must at least owe your body if they cannot owe your mind. Once
they owe your body they can implant additional technology to make sure
your mind is subordinate.
Never ever mention these sort of symptoms to doctors or on social
media. See chapter on Mental Health Act.

MENTAL DISEASES
Mental diseases are nothing but inventions by those who cannot see or
deny existence of external factors, which can lead to your mind being
unable to stay sane.
Imagine electronic surveillance and electronic harassment. Imagine Lyme
disease. Imagine addictions.
I believe all of these conditions can be induced with use of mind control
nano technology. This will later lead to your mind being unable to
control your own thoughts and you can be forced to do things, which can
lead to you harming someone or choosing to quit your normal life.
We need to look deeper and try to figure out - perhaps something can be
implanted inside our bodies – and that is the root cause of all physical
and mental health.
But unless we open the door allowing such views nothing will ever
change.

VACCINATIONS, THEIR MECHANISM AND RIFING
We need to begin with making comparison between vaccinations and
Rifing first. There is practically none.
We must obviously start from quickly explain how vaccinations work firstly we develop a replica of pathogen which we want to become
immune to. This replica could be a dead virus or a weakened version.
Lets repeat it - weakened version. We can modify every pathogen to be
very aggressive or very weak. And yet it is the same virus or bacteria genetically.
Now - the mechanism of vaccinations is trivial - we get injected with the
bug we want to be immune to and then T-cells from you immune system
get exposed to the dead or weakened bug. The T-cells then can learn to
recognise the true virus or bacteria as well as they can develop correct
defence mechanism.
Basically - when you are confronted by this particular pathogen in future
your immune system will take care of it before things will escape from
under control.
Now - is Rifing any different from a vaccination? In my view - NO.
Elimination of pathogens with Rifing should make you immune for any
such future infections.
And with use of universal frequencies we are safe and we should fear no
infection.

MRSA & STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS AND VACCINATIONS
So lets explain in brief this simple rule - every pathogen - in this case SA
can exist in dozens if not hundreds of different strains. A bit like a flu.
We see a new mutation every year. Or perhaps we are being sprayed
with, who knows…
What you must understand that these things do not only mutate. They
are also man made and man modified. This is what the vaccinations are.
So if we can develop a weakened version of a various which is then
injected as a jab then we can do the same thing with any pathogen!
MRSA - Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus is a super bug. It can
kill a perfectly healthy human in a couple of days. It is also a fact that
Staphylococcus Aureus is prominent in more than half of humans. Most of
us are positive with this pathogen but we do not die. We do not die
because this is a weaker version of the super bug.
And this is applicable to every single pathogen!
If you mentioned that you might have Ebola Virus to your GP you would
be ridiculed and possibly even worse - labelled with mental problem.
And we know what it means.
This is one of the germs developed and spread around this planet.
Weaker versions of Viral Haemorrhaging Fevers including Ebola. And this
is part of a greater plan. Where they can grind us slowly down, turn us
into mentally ill and pump as with as many drugs as possible though our
bodies. And more importantly making sure you do not take you pension
for too long if ever.
VHFs are the third largest group of viruses affecting humanity. And like I
explained in section on Lyme disease, various bacteria are carriers of
this viruses. And this is how they finish the job in hospitals (death
factories). This is something that was already covered in this book. If a
bacterial infection is detected in a patient especially in an intensive
care, antibiotics are applied. Then the patient improves for a short while
and then a day later the patient is dead. Why - because the virus a
becomes free agent and is too powerful for the immune system to defeat
it, which by the way it is normally switched off. Perfect manslaughter
without having any proof of wrong doing.

These are just simple mechanisms explained with the knowledge of Vega
test and many years of research.

PRIONS & DEMENTIA
There is no doubt even in a scientific world that there is a link between
these two words.
Prions are a type of a protein which is absorbed by our bodies and then
these substances lead to irreversible mechanical damage of your brain.
Like with any bacteria or virus they can be engineered to be softer or
harder grades. A bit like the principle behind vaccinations.
Mad Cow Disease, Jacob-Crautzfel Disease - all of these prions can be
downgraded (modified) to work very slowly over many years or decades.
This obviously leads to you turning into an incapable of anything
individual with no memory and bodily functions. This is as cruel as Motor
Neuron Disease.
Where do we find prions - all meat related food - mainly undercooked or
unpasteurized.
Ask yourself - how do you have your steak cooked and see how good your
memory is. If you eat you steak blue or rare your chances of having
dementia are highly increased.
And if we did a scientific research as I did with Vega testing we would
find a huge correlation between these two statistics.
Now - how do we remove prions? The same way as anything else. Like
heavy metals - prions can be altered with frequencies to become free
agents and our bodies can then safely dispose them out of the system.
However - if you choose to do nothing - the damage may have been done
and it is almost certainly irreversible.
Remember - prevention is better than treatment!

RELIGION

GUARDIAN ANGELS
If you have the need to pray to anybody then my suggestion is talk to
your guardian angel. This is obviously presuming you believe in anything
non material.
Since stories from the Bible are factual, at least according to Jewish
tradition, then the closest and the fastest you can get near God is by
talking to your guardian. He or she is always there and is dedicated to
you and you alone. Unlike many other characters you may be praying to,
which must have masses of requests to process.
Your Guardian Angel has only you to listen to…. Have massive respect to
your protectionist. And not only he or she is to listen to you but its prime
function is to protect you from evil. Whatever evil is.
So have a massive respect to your angel and never forget you are not
alone.

POVERTY
The poverty is made only by humans (or I should say this prison owners).
Mainly by the religions instructing us that we should be copulating and
populating this planet!
Lets just analyse a few facts - the Human Rights and the right to have a
family. We have been given the right to have a family and being the
biggest hypocrites we forget about those whom we bring on to this life.
We treat our children like a sofa or a car. We forget that those who we
procreate to take care of us, unless we provide them with a good start
to life, they will never be able to do so.
So here it is how it should work - driving a car or having children - which
is more responsible? There are those in so called society who will say
that driving a car is more responsible…. The biggest cretins I can
imagine. There is nothing more responsible than starting a family.
And having means to provide and to secure a decent future for our next
generations should be the license threshold for anybody. We should not
allow anybody to start a family unless they can prove they can create
mother and father environment. With roof over their head and income to
sustain the lives of all members. This is how we should run our affairs on
this planet in the sustainable manner.
Two children per family should be another threshold! Unless we reduce
numbers on this planet, things will get only worse for our children and
their children.
There are obviously addictions and mental and physical diseases which
are preventing number of people to have families or I should say most of
those people should never be allowed to have children. However - if we
could fix them by detoxifying them from infections and nanotechnology
these individuals would be a decent fit to be responsible parents.
And the legal age for pregnancy should be by default increased to
minimum 25 years of age unless extraordinary circumstances are known
to prevent someone from having children in their later days.
Now - if we all had two children per family and if we had them no earlier
than 30 then we would have no poverty on this planet. We could simply
heritage a house after grandparents and we could all be mortgage and
debt free.

But this is not how the prison owners want us to live our lives. They want
us to be prisoners through loans, through medical treatment, through
making us dumb so we cannot think for ourselves. They want us to be
addicts, they want to break as many marriages as possible. They want
nothing but to destroy our society.
The less you leave to your children the better. And the latest chemo
drugs and immuno-drugs will cost you a fortune to extend your life a few
days. This could obviously be a large share of your house.
Poverty is created by us alone. And the more left wing your thinking the
bigger the poverty levels.
Imagine - how will your children be living in the future? Wealthy enough
not to worry about every next day and smart in its steps of planning the
family and their careers.
There is time for everything in life. What is important – it is to do things
in the right order in life…

THE BOOK OF THE GENESIS
As at this point in time I still have a pool of thoughts which have not
been allocated in the right place.
Lets just discuss a few things like:
-

Eden - a concentration camp?
Satan
Fallen Angels
The life expectancy

We know from the Book of Genesis that first humans were pain free,
they were naked, they knew very little and “could not” leave the garden
of Eden.
Sounds like what we do with chimpanzees in our scientific labs. Or a
concentration camp where we were put to work in mining for gold long
time ago (something obviously not included in the Bible).
And who is Satan in this story - perhaps this was not a snake. Perhaps
this was a Reptilian, who wanted to free us from the cruelty of that
environment.
I do not blame God for anything and this is one thing I struggle to
reconcile. But I see that event as a blessing for our humanity – the
original sin.
And since we were made (or I should say modified) in a lab to be similar
to God why would God not like us to have some of his knowledge. Is it
because he entrusted some of his Angels in the past and they turned
against him? Perhaps this is the main reason….
Why create this circus we are living in? Why make us suffer and live in
pain, where there is no need for it? Why punish latter generations for
sins of our parents. Or perhaps God concluded (and this is also my view)
that you are alone on this Planet and nobody can be trusted no matter
who they say or are. The only person you can trust is you.

And why blame Satan for doing the right thing?! It is like in the story of
the Prometheus where we see the character being punished for helping
us in development and bettering our lives.
There are so many contradicting thoughts on this topic.
But one simple and logical thing is - we have documented facts in the
Bible. Especially on the duration of life of those described in the Bible.
What is the church today and why church has always prevented progress
of science? The church is doing the same thing as what God was doing in
Eden.
The main question is - why?
Or perhaps - what I define as God is yet simply another Extra Terrestrial
Species who established our religion? And why - obviously there is only
one reason - to control us. And perhaps to control us in such a way that
when the so called judgement day comes we follow the instructions
given to us by them. Perhaps 5G will serve it and this is how it will be
done….
Perhaps there is no real Creator of this Universe and even the most
advanced Extra Terrestrials sill have no clue as where the Universe came
from.
But what is certain that some of them are more advanced than others.
And there is that one race of Extra Terrestrial life with most superior and
perhaps the most absolute knowledge that exists including how to come
back from the dead.
Lets quickly explain the matter of life expectancy - we know that the
first man Adam lived nearly 1000 years. Then all that came after him
lived shorter and shorter. Why? Because the DNA Adam was given by God
was diluted more and more and more. What you must imagine - first
people after, they were released from the prison went to marry other
humanoids from the local tribes. And this is how the process of life
shortening from generation on to generation began. DNA dilution.
And this is why we do not live as long as we used to 6 thousands years
ago. Because we do not produce certain enzymes preventing ageing at

the level given to Adam. And since then we also have no Rife technology
in place to keep us free from disease.
The Fallen Angels have been in the meantime pictured as demons and
devil. I believe that one of them is my guardian angels and that all the
knowledge in this book was given to me telepathically.
This is not something unknown - Tesla, Da Vinci, Elon Musk are also
supported by this form of knowledge transmittals.
And with coming new inventions (it may take millennias to get there)
like quantum consciousness and quantum entanglement - we may be
able to connect with those beings one day with just the use of our own
minds. Presuming we evolve and are let to evolve to such a level.

CREATION OF EVERYTHING BY GOD
We are so primitive and arrogant - but probably not arrogant on this
occasion to think well beyond where current horizons lie.
What do I mean by that? Lets just give you a simple example - if 1000
years ago if you said to someone that one day we would have means of
communicating and seeing our live picture between London and Sydney
everybody would tap you with a finger on your forehead.
And besides Sydney didn’t exist a 1000 of years ago and the Earth was
still flat for almost every human on this planet.
You see - our problem is that we cannot imagine that perhaps one day
we will be technologically advanced so high to create almost anything
including stars and planets.
We are nearly ready to create new creatures and plants by modifying
DNA. We are only a few decades away from having full understanding on
how to create a human - defect free life.
We can make us humans pregnant with In-Vitro methods. Which
obviously does not look good for the story of St Marry and how she
became pregnant thanks to the so called Holy Spirit (read: Mind
Control).
We can or almost can replicate most miracles from the Bible. Give it
another few thousand years and we might be able to regulate the
temperature of the Sun.
Like they say - “Only the Sky is the Limit”.
If you dwell on the past and present it is impossible to see much
progress.
Only when you free your mind and stop listening to all sources around
you only then you can free your consciousness, which will enable you to
see beyond horizon.
Nothing is Impossible for God. And nothing is impossible for a human.
The difference between God and us is that God has every power and
knowledge to destroy us. And this can happen at any second.

THE BLASPHEMIES
This chapter will be probably the biggest controversy of this book. Far
from it. These are just simply facts and a straight thinking process
assisting with analysis of them.
So where do we begin - the key thing is to start in chronological order.
1. The visitations of this planet by other intelligent civilisations. There
is no doubt that this planet has been visited for some time. And
probably as far as thirteen thousand years ago. So how does it all
add up with the Bible and creation of Adam and Eve from some six
thousand years ago. The answer is - it does not!
2. We have presented in other chapters admissions of the heads of
states that this planet is under observation as well as under
occupation by other extra-terrestrial species.
3. So what is the point of creating religions? To bring order to society.
Perhaps God is nobody but a dictator in the Universe…. Perhaps he is
like Stalin. Perhaps he entrusted someone in the past and got fingers
burnt. Perhaps this happened time and time again to God. The proof
- the Satan and his story. Perhaps God was afraid we would do the
exact thing. Except I think the Bible is yet another most twisted
story ever invented. Like everything else.
4. Lets look at the simple fact of God not wanting Adam and Eve to
have his knowledge. Why would God want us humans to be like
chimpanzees? This makes no sense. Perhaps the snake as we know it
or perhaps another advanced civilisation risked God’s anger by giving
us that knowledge. Perhaps it was Reptilians who showed us how to
get advanced with use of knowledge and technology? Again - it is
rather evil to me not wanting the human race to have this
knowledge.
5. Then there is the fact that when we were kicked out of Eden (read a
lab or concentration camp) we were confronted with pain. This was
not something we experienced while in the lab. Why - because the
lab had built in magnetic transmitters designed to keep us from
diseases and pain. As soon as we left we had no longer protection
provided by the technology installed in the prison. And no
anaesthetic in case of giving birth.
6. Since all of the seen and unseen is creation of God therefore it
technically belongs to him. And if Jesus was his son then how come
Satan offers to Jesus all of the world in front of him. How come
Jesus answers back by saying this land and property does not belong
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to Satan? That his words is not from this worlds – it is simply another
planet perhaps….
Being with no food and drink in a desert for forty days? We know
there is no human being that can ever survive this challenge. Not
unless Jesus was already switched with a cyborg. Yes - a cyborg. Only
a humanoid cyborg can last this long with no food or water. See a
separate section on this hypothesis.
Look at burning bush in description of Moses - this is nothing but a
hologram! We can do it today. Imagine how fooling this would have
been thousands of years ago.
Why are we forbidden by the church to contact dead people? Or why
we do not investigate near death experiences. Because this is yet
another barrier put in front of us to delay our discoveries. Everything
that the church has done over the years, everything was designed to
deny us the knowledge. The same as long ago in the garden of Eden.
The cherubim - imagine a modern soldier with a flying vehicle like a
drone or helicopter or UFO. See how simple all things are. It is all
nothing but technology and a very superior knowledge!
Bringing people back from dead. We can do it. People with many
hours and sometime days of NDE back to life. This is all technology.
This is what we were sold by God - live in flesh and blood forever. So
how is it going to be possible? Technology!
Exorcism - this is what my fate was based on for a very long time.
Except - if exorcism was to be this common and true then the church
should be showing videos of exorcisms on the internet. Or during
religion lessons. But they do not! Why not?
Changing stones into bread or feeding thousands of people with just
a few loafs of bread and two fish? How is this possible?
Teleportation. This is the answer. And it is something we already can
do. So someone with millions of years advanced technology this
would be a piece of cake.

I begin to slowly believe that since all of the rest of the knowledge in
this prison are nothing but lies, perhaps our religions are nothing but
lies.
The final and the fundamental thing which puts this world into disrepute
is the New Testament commandments left to us by Jesus.
To love our neighbour like yourself. To turn another cheek when hit. To
abandon the law of an eye for an eye. See what happened to this world.
See how this left wing approach creates misery. See how many people

suffer because we created law based on this messages. The law that
protects criminals and leaves decent people completely on their own.
These people are put through stress, abuse, fear and so much pain when
they are victims of criminals.
We get people to murder decent people and the conviction is just a few
years. Know this - when the capitol punishment was reintroduced in
most states in America the level of murders dropped by seventy percent.
This is how simple things are when we know that the outcome of
committing crimes is severe. When it is not, then the volume of crimes
goes through the roof.
And this is what these commandments have done to our society. We have
nothing to say – normal people. We cannot even vote whether the death
penalty should stay on. We are presented with yet another evil lie,
which was turned into so-called good. Disgusting.

REINCARNATION AND THE CONSCIOUSNESS - THE LINK BETWEEN
We spoke about the Dali Lama and the process of finding his new
reincarnation. For me this leaves little doubt in my mind that
reincarnation is real.
And if you start testing with Vega test your own body requesting a
confirmation of how many times you have been here before there is an
astonishing fact between those who can resist mind control and the
number of times you had been here before.
The basic rule of thumb is - the fewer times or if you are a brand new
soul the easier it is to control you. You are just like a lemming or you are
completely independent.
If you look at how our population have exploded in numbers it is very
simple to see the correlation between lemmings and the more advanced
beings.
Since most people are here the very first or second time they are the
lemmings and you cannot have any kind of conversation on simple Rife
and physics. They are hypnotised someone to shut down their mind, turn
around and walk away. These are so called Wernicke’s commands that
control practically every person.
The younger your soul the easier you are to be enslaved with mind
control technology.
You will also fight their corner a lot more viciously defending all of the
lies ever invented if you are a lemming.

PREMONITIONS
I have had hundreds of dreams, which within several weeks or months
turned real.
As real as what you are reading this text right now. As accurate as
anything.
Is the future predetermined? Do we really have Free Will?
Or are we simply delusional.
Or are we simply part of a computer program?
Look around you and ask yourself - is it real?
How on Earth can you see future before it has happened?
What is this circus surrounding us and why are subjected to be actors in
this play without giving our consent to it?!
They do not have my consent! This is why I wrote this book.
Perhaps I am the glitch in their software.
Perhaps this all is to end very soon?!

GOD KNOWING OUR THOUGHTS
How is it possible to know what another person may think? Well, there
are several possibilities.
Telepathy is one of them but I would not be betting too much on it.
What came to the day light late in my research was, whatever the
weapon used to control our health, the same weapon is used to control
our minds and obviously to even knowing what we think.
This is why we are vaccined so implanting can be completed as early as
possible. Then you no longer have Free Will. You are a slave. Your
thoughts can be analysed. And moulded.
Speaking with some SAS troops a few months ago - there is already
technology in use by intelligence agencies which can easily analyse your
brain waves and interpret whether you lie or whether you are saying the
truth. They have no need to wire you in to a lie detector. Your brain
behaving says it all.
So this is basically how I believe our sins can be recorded and viewed. A
software analysis and your record is continuously updated somewhere on
this or another planet and stored electronically.

JESUS - A CYBORG?
We spoke about The Bible and how flawed it is. Now imagine the
suffering, the death and the resurrection of Jesus Christ?
Imagine being yourself on another planet with mind blowing technology
at your disposal which would fool locals with ease.
I never question existence of Jesus Christ. But because I can see far, far
over the horizon I imagine that all miracles and all walking on water and
resurrection is not faith. In my view it can be simply explained by
technology.
Imagine that no rational human being would ever go to Jerusalem to die.
Non of us would do it.
To give its own life for humanity? So we can live forever with God in
Heaven on Earth. In our own flesh and blood. How would that be
possible? Billions and billions of humans on this single planet...
The answer is - technology!
So how do we overcome the problem of dying? How do we resurrect the
dead body? How do we walk on Earth with hands, feet and torso with
massive holes in it left by nails and spearhead?
Perhaps Jesus was swapped for a cyborg replica….
Perhaps such cyborgs “live” and walk amongst us?

RIFE

WHY FREQUENCIES FROM BOOKS OR ONLINE ARE MOSTLY INEFFECTIVE
ESPECIALLY WITH PARASITES?
This has been my biggest frustration to apply numbers found in Rife
catalogues – whether in books or online – and seeing things often return.
One day, after analysing the picture found on the internet, it made
perfect sense to me that larger pathogens (especially the parasites) are
made of multiple components. And the frequencies which appears to be
the strongest may not be able to destroy it the way we expect.
Just to give you a better picture – lets look at ground worms. When you
cut them in half they still manage to survive. The same thing is
applicable (at least that is what I think) with practically every
nematode.
So the question is – how do you eliminate it – well, the answer appears
be simple - target the brain and/or heart. Obviously these pathogens
have no such exact equivalents but it appears that by using less
transparent frequency they tend to do a better job.
This process was initiated with Dioctophyma Renale – which nearly cost
me my kidney. It kept coming back time and time again and only after
applying 10th or 11th number and also a lot lower frequency – only then
this parasite became eradicated. The same principle is applicable with
every other parasite.

FREQUENCIES - EVERYTHING CAN BE CONVERTED INTO A FREQUENCY
Almost everything can be converted into a frequency.
“If you want to find the secrets of the universe, think in terms of energy,
frequency and vibration.”
Nicola Tesla
Enzymes are possibly one of the reasons why we had been put in this
prison. We produce some of most unique enzymes which can be used to
decelerate ageing, possibly stop it and even reverse it. With frequencies
we can cheat our body to think that those hormones and enzymes are
physically produces by our body.

The same with missing organs - if you had e.g. your spleen removed or
thymus these organs can be replicated with means of frequencies. By
applying some of the universal frequencies you might be able to
replicate the functions of those two organs.

REVERSING ELECTRONIC HARASSMENT
The same can be done with electronic harassment. Not only it can be
neutralised. The negative energy can be harvested and converted into
positive energy. This is something I did very successfully by replicating
frequencies from some of equipment designed to do precisely that.
Every equipment which is developed uses frequencies and they can all
be blended into one universal number. Since I did that, my motivation to
life and overcoming demoralising frequencies which I was exposed to by
them targeting my IT - all of that feeling was dispersed with EMF and
universal numbers.

FREQUENCY GENERATORS - EQUIPMENT TO USE (SEPARATE CHAPTER)
All that needs to be said about equipment is as following:
Use a frequency generator without any wiring. There is no need for
electrodes and for induction loops. There is no need for plasma
generators.
There is one or two brands of frequency generators with built in
induction modules. These units will then produce a magnetic field
reaching several meters.
Bear in mind - this is not about the power. The power is the least
important of all. It is all about the frequencies. Even the smallest doze
of magnetic field like in homeopathy will do the destruction beyond
imagination.
What is important, that the frequency generator you use cannot be more
harmful than your mobile phone. It is important that the magnetic field
generated by one of those gadgets can have no negative impact on
pregnant women and on people with pace makers. This is why there is
only one such a device made so far to my knowledge.
For advice on equipment visit the book web site.
Remember again!
No wires!
Low EMF!
The correct frequency!
Nobody can then say that Rifing has caused any harm to anybody.

EXTRA TERRESTRIAL
WERNICKE’S COMMANDS
Like a password to your email Wernicke’s commands are nothing but
activation codes to control your mind.
Precisely if you are exposed to someone pronouncing any of those words
your brain will be instructed to ridicule it or to more likely turn around
and walk away.
Your mind will shut down and will not want to hear any more on that
subject.
This is the power of mind control technology. These are simply activation
commands to stop you thinking or heading in the correct direction.
Be very careful when reading this book. As many words used in this book
contain Wernicke’s commands and also by reading those words you mind
will be kidnapped and sent back to “reality”. Back to the Zoo
surrounding us.
Some examples below:
- Cancer
- Rife
- Morgellons
- Lyme
- Nanotechnology
These are words which your mind is designed to decline as they are
highly sensitive things. Things that do not exist or have been invented or
“cannot” be cured. These commands are designed to send you back in
line. To make you behave like a lemming.

ORGONITE
The orgonite is something with many claims which I cannot verify and I
am unable to comment on.
There are number of videos of military aircraft attempting to pin point
such devices after their deployment.
The claims are that these guns can disperse chemtrails and that they can
stabilise the weather.
Nothing will ever surprise me and nothing is impossible.
It is my plan to build one and rather large one where one of Rife devices
would be inserted between tubes to create additional layer of
destruction.
The best place to find on how to build such a device can be found on:

metatech.org
My suggestion would be to build a tower where instead of having 6 tubes
– use the Metatron Cube as a layout for tubes. Why six when you can
have 13.
And another important thing is - why use very expensive epoxy when you
can use water. Water also allows to take the whole thing apart and
relocate if needed. Also you can top it up and earth it by topping up the
bucket.
Use stainless steel bucket to provide earthing for the whole thing. So
remember - experiment rather than copy someone else’s design. There
are always improvements to be made.

ABDUCTIONS
Imagine – the Egyptian Mummy which has been found a few years ago
had 6% DNA difference in comparison to what we are today. The source
of it is from Ancient Aliens series.
Can our DNA mutate so largely on its own in such a short period of time?
We are only 4% different from chimpanzees….
The truth is we are being abducted on an ongoing basis perhaps in
preparation for the first contact.
Obviously we all need to understand in our arrogance how primitive we
must be in comparison to other Extra Terrestrial Species. If we met them
today it might precisely look like us having an interaction with a
chimpanzee.
My belief and many other peoples is that our DNA is continuously being
tampered with in order to increase our brain capacity and I Q which
might allow for that first contact. And perhaps other abilities too.
There has to be millions of abductions occurring each year and the
volume of such reports is overwhelming.
One other reason for them is so they can complete full study of our
anatomy and analyse all of the enzymes produced by our bodies so they
can benefit from it.
Another way of working with our bodies without our approval and
knowledge is to remove fetus of many thousands of children and make
them grow in their own labs so they can be turned in to specimens.
There are no words to describe to what is being done to us. I Q upgrades
are great but everything else is nothing but genocide on the scale
nobody have ever imagined before it would be possible to be undertaken
by us.

One final thing is - I do not think even God knows how many Extra
Terrestrial species played part in modification of our DNA. This planet
have been nothing but a gigantic lab rather than a naturally evolving life
as we know it.

HYPNOSIS
Are we mind controlled or perhaps this is some form of mass hypnosis?
Mind control is one thing but there is a huge amount of fanatics who are
prepared to die in defence of science.
Look at the most educated professors. Scientists. Politicians. Nobody is
capable to resist the powers of mind control.
Wernicke’s commands are nothing but a form of hypnosis.
Is it something where nanotechnology would not be required to control
masses?
Sorry, but I am unable to answer this question. You have to figure this
out on your own.

MOVIES - THE PROPHECIES
A lot of movies are designed to warn us about coming events.
Lets start with “Matrix”. Bear in mind the movie was released in 1999.
Look at the date of birth of Neo and with honesty answer yourself what
is the probability of Wachowski (now) Sisters of predicting 11th
September 2001?
Look at the latest intensity with Nano technology and Extra Terrestrials.
We are simply being prepared for the first contact. At least officially.
Because we are already in constant contact and in what we can call it a
co-operations.
Except they are a lot smarter and they can manipulate our primitive
minds to the agree where whatever they want us to agree we do. And
they have to obtain our agreement in anything. No necessarily though
our free will but as long as they have our signature on the paper that is
all it’s needed.
The movies are warning and somehow E.T.s are obliged to tell us what
will be the next atrocity. Some say there will be the human harvest. We
can see it in the next movie by Wachowski Sisters titled “Jupiter
Ascending”.
The list goes on and on and on. The best and the longest story is in “The
Simpson” cartoons. The fact that The Simpsons are still made leaves
little doubt in my mind.
Something big is coming. And something big is coming soon. 9/11 is going
to be forgotten as 3 thousand people will never match 6 or 7 billion.
When you watch movies ask yourself - is it a fiction or perhaps this is
already reality…

EARTH, MOON & MARS - PAST AND PRESENT HISTORY
In this chapter, to avoid any conspiracies, it is best to refer to the TV
series “Ancient Aliens”.
This series semi-proves that we have been visited by other civilisations
for some 12 or 13 thousands of years as a minimum. This is how old the
history of Egypt is for real and most of the truth lies still buried under
the sand.
In the book “Magicians of the Gods” by Graham Hancock he confirms in
his book a major flood event from 13000 years ago which wiped out a
very old Japanese civilisation, which was possibly close to what are our
technical capabilities today.
There is very little doubt in my mind that the missing link between apes
and us humans was the concentration camp described in the book of
Genesis from the Bible.
There are other admissions by the heads of states who confirmed to be
aware of liaising with other Extraterrestrials in running this planet.
And now if we switch to the Moon - there are three questions about it:
1. What happened after we landed (all you have to do is watch the
body language of astronauts who came back from Apollo 11 Mission –
just search on line the video and analyse the body language). And
the fact that there is a 2 minute break in transmission from the
landing is very important to mention.
2. Why have we not been back on the Moon since then in over 47 years.
And why every time we attempt to go back those plans are severely
delayed.
3. And the final question - what is the Moon and what is Earth? All
answers are perhaps in the prophecy movie “Jupiter Ascending”.
This planet is nothing but a farm or a factory for other highly developed
civilisations and we are nothing but crops for them.
Our enzymes are incredibly luxurious for them and what they can be
converted into.

Now - a quick look at planet Mars. There are various reports of us
already having bases capable to host 2 million people on that Planet. But
this is not important. What is important are the scars left on the
surface.
There are also obviously various versions of how this scars developed.
However - there is only one phenomena in nature capable of leaving
exact same signature. And this phenomena is called a lightning strike.
This is the only viable reason for them. A massive electrical discharge –
possibly with use of laser gun or similar technology.

MICRO CHIPPING
If you remember the chapter on nano technology it is not very difficult
to imagine that we are all almost certainly microchipped either through
vaccinations or through chemtrails or both.
And as soon as they have their Trojan horse inside you, you live totally
unaware of this fact and under their full control.
Nano particulates is another way of implanting their technology inside so
you are completely unaware and anything can happen to your body as a
result.
Those Nano particulates can then be used for number of purposes:
-

Mind control
Disease and death control
Discreditation
DNA mutation

The main thing is to know the state of someone’s body and mind and
having a full control over it.
And this is why NHS wants to start DNA testing all newly born babies so
they can allegedly detect and prevent or treat so called genetic defects
which are nothing but conditions induced by the nano technology.

DISCREDITATION & ASSASSINATIONS
Like with UFO the stance NASA took is not to comment and this is the
best way to fob everything off.
With people like me and those who might have discovered how to cure
cancer or similar diseases the authorities must have a tool enabling them
to control it. The process preventing the cure.
And you do not want or need to assassin the individual as it always bring
a very unwanted result. Making someone a martyr has backfired many,
many times in the past.
So, what is the best tactic you can apply - to discredit someone. Or to
get rid of someone in a quite way.
There are many tools these days at their disposal. Here is a few
examples:
- a person who invents the cure for cancer dies from the very same
type of cancer a year later. How can you do it? – It’s very simple - you
program those little nano robots to recreate the very same or similar
disease. That is all that has to be done.
- Depending on how prolific someone is they might deploy another
weapon - a microwave weapon or electronic harassment weapons.
Both of them use frequencies similar to Rife except they are of high
power and only directed at that individual. Or what is the most
important about this weapons - they are invisible and cannot be
proven to be ever deployed. So all you have to do is to stop someone’s
heart or to cook someone alive. The first method is fast, the second is
more cruel as it involves a lot of suffering.
- One other method is to use mind control. I believe this method is
tried first. You simply persuade such an individual to give up their
research or claims. I have personally experienced it on my skin where
something highly overwhelming tells your mind to stop. It demotivates
you to do anything. Luckily, I found a frequency, which reverses or
even uses that energy to turn it into motivation.
- And obviously the final option is to hire an assassin but only to
persuade such an individual to commit a suicide on the spot. This
must have happened to many alternative doctors in USA. Under a
threat of causing harm to other members of the family such an
individual may be made to end his/her life.
- Another option is chemical agent of a weaker grade

- And one that very few know about is the Devils Breath. A white
powder drug used since times of Nazi who made this discovery many
years ago. The drug made of flowers from an exotic tropical flowers
growing in South America. This is almost certainly used to these days
by CIA and many other agencies.
Almost certainly, there are many other methods, so sophisticated - they
are mind blowing even for my own mind.
So - all you have to do is to discredit any new invention and then you
have back a full control.
As part of this process they also target every person involved with
identical methods to “disperse the crowd” of inventors.
Telepathy is almost certain to be used as well to monitor those
individuals and their thoughts.

TIME - THE MOST PRECIOUS COMMODITY
If we just quickly to go back to Mythology and the Bible – in particular
to the book of Genesis - in both, we see descriptions of Gods living
forever dipping in to the fountain of ever lasting youth. The same we
can see with first humans - living close to a thousand of years, certainly
for many centuries.
How was it possible then when in these days we struggle to reach 100
innings.
The answer is simple - first humans were given a very special enzymes to
slow ageing down. We were created as a near replica to Gods. Except we
disobeyed God or Gods. And we were abandoned. We were only slaves
anyway and then God decided we were not needed anymore or didn’t
deserve his knowledge…
The obvious reason why we went from living for several centuries is
when first modified humans began to breed with other tribes on Earth.
The simple process of diluting the DNA was initiated and hence the
ability our bodies had was diluted and diluted until we were nothing
different but the rest of the population on this planet.
Obviously this process was repeated on many continents and amongst
many human civilisations.
Religion was given to us to do nothing else but to control us. And to
make us fear about what may happen when we die. And there is no
bigger fear than to fear the death. And more critically - what follows up.
Obviously those who created us they also created religions to control us
and fear is the best tool in every dictatorship.
Now - going back to what is the biggest commodity - Time is obviously
the most precious thing we have unless we believe in reincarnation and
that every next life is better than the one before…
The same case seems to be in the entire universe. Except in the case of
God (not Jesus) who has the utmost knowledge on anything including
eternal life as well as capability to travel in space and time as fast and
as far as nobody can imagine.

SCIENCE

COLD FUSION
Perhaps solution to this problem is too trivial like with many other things
to be even considered as a solution. Sometimes all you need to look at
are other inventions and to combine them with what you know – and
there it is. The answer sitting in a daylight….!
This is in my view the situation what the problem with cold fusion.
The solution is probably as simple as altering the molecular properties of
the fuel with magnetic field first in order to initiate that process. This is
possibly as simple as application of the knowledge from this book by
testing the range between 1 and 10Hz in slices to see what is the correct
frequency associated with the substance required to produce the energy.
Perhaps this is about the need to create an EMF large enough to trigger
the process.
One thing which can be confirmed with Vega test is the correct
frequency needed to be applied to initiate this process. And it can
possibly be done in 5 minutes or faster.

STATISTICS
These are just basic few facts:
1 in 3 people are infected with cancer virus. This is why 1 in 3 people die
statistically from cancer. All sources point to the fact that soon 1 in 2
people will die from this horrific disease. Why - compulsory vaccinations.
And their contamination.
So before you have a must jab demand confirmation of what organic
base was used in production and a written warranty that the vaccination
is 100% sterile from contaminants that came as a result of possible food
contamination.
---------------------------1 in 10 (at least) people are affected with Lyme disease (AIDS Mk II).
Probably closer to 1 in 6. And because it is congenital and STD soon, by
2050, at least 1 in 2 people will have it and by the end of this century
almost every person will be positive with Lyme. A bit like with different
types of Herpes virus. Practically every person has at least one strain
unknowingly which cannot ever be eliminated.
This is just a simple proof with official statistics by Authorities:
300,000 cases of Lyme per annum in USA (300 million population)
80,000 cases of Lyme per annum in Germany (80 million population)
3,000 cases of Lyme per annum in the UK (65 million population)
Firstly you can see that the UK is a compulsory liar!
Secondly - if you multiply the numbers in USA and Germany by 30-40
years, then double than number for STI transmissions and then add
another similar number for congenital infections then you get:
30 million USA
8 million Germany
These are minimum numbers of people living with Lyme in those
countries making the statistics at 1 in 10! And since this is an STI and
congenital infection by 2050 1 in 3 people will have Lyme as minimum.
-------------------------

We allegedly live into our late 80s’ on average. Women a few years
longer than men. This is the state of the affairs for all developed
countries.
My problem with these statistics is - are people who die very early, like
children and young adults, seriously taken in these calculations. If you
consider the number of young people dropping like flies daily, I very
much doubt the official statistics would be as accurate as the authorities
say.
This should be definitely investigated. For me this is very suspicious that
we never think about it. Perhaps this is yet another lie invented by
Authorities.
------------------------Global warming or climate change is another example of how primitive
and brain washed our minds are. The very first question that we need to
answer ourselves is: what is the overall emission of CO2 and other green
house gasses in overall production of the whole planet Earth? This
question is never asked or accurate data is never given to the public.
The number is very simple - we produce less than 1% of all of the green
house gasses production as a volume by this Planet.
So can the 1% play a major role in this process? What nobody ever says is
the real state of our star - the Sun. Some of you may remember - some
thirty or more years ago when I used to sunbath in full sun in July/
August with no cream protection for 6-8 hours a day – I would never
develop a sun burn. These days only 20-30 minutes is needed and you
could end up in a A&E.
So, what is the true cause of the climate change – it is simply our star. It
gets hotter and cooler and this process can be fast or slow.
What we utterly failed this planet and our children is the lack of caring
about garbage we produce which litter every remote corner of this
planet and the population numbers which are already well out of
control.
So lets talk about this issue - 200 years ago we only had 200 million
people on this planet. 50 years ago we had some 3-3.5 billion of people

walking the Earth. Year 2020 - nearly 8 billion and the numbers are going
through the roof like hell.
Do you remember the order we were given – “Go and populate this
Planet” – said by Jesus?
The question is - when are we going to stop behaving like a virus. That is
what we are. We are nothing like mammals. All mammals develop a
natural equilibrium with the surrounding environment. Us - humans - we
simply exhaust resources, leave the place thrashed and then we have no
option but to move to another location and do exact same thing with the
new place.
And the only organism which behaves in identical way is a virus. We are
a virus on this planet and one day we will vanish like past civilisations in
many corners of this planet.

ONLY IF YOU FORGET ALL YOU KNOW - ONLY THEN YOU CAN MAKE
GROUND BREAKING DISCOVERIES
Everything we know are mostly lies. You must not forget to treat this
book as possible fantasies and lies too.
So - let me explain how I made these discoveries. It is all very simple.
You must forget everything you know because what you know shapes up
your opinions.
You must reject every single person’s view, every authority, every
scientists, every fact and go your own way.
Do not reject everything, simply analyse it. Let your consciousness figure
out what is true and what is wrong.
The biggest breakthrough discoveries of all times come from people who
went in the opposite direction to everybody else.
And when someone says something is impossible then this is the best
example that by thinking this way nothing is going to change.
I hate people who say I’m open minded. What does it mean. You are a
parrot repeating the lies invented by those in charge of this planet.
We are arrogant and primitive and mind controlled. See how many times
your brain responds to unconventional thesis on climate change or on
medicine where almost everybody is prepared to jump from the bridge
in defence of what we were taught.
Look around you and free your mind from what you know. Enable your
consciousness to figure out the answers on its own. You do not need their
lies to keep you a prisoner on this planet.
Freeing your mind is the key to the future of your children and
grandchildren.

NASA AND THE RUSSIAN SPACE MISSIONS
Have you ever wondered if Astronauts ever get ill. I bet they do!
Obviously they go through a quarantine before allowed on board of a
space shuttle. Additionally all of them are tested with very sophisticated
Rife scanners for the presence of various pathogens or infections before
and while on orbit.
So what happens if they became ill? Do they have a pharmacy on the
orbit????
Obviously not. In the early days NASA discovered that the Earth
surrounding magnetic field, or a lack of it, has a detrimental effect on
the well-being and health in general of people who are no longer in the
influence of this field.
This field is called Schumann Field and this is something very special,
which will be described later in the book.
But just to summarise – each shuttle or the International Space Station
they have built-in magnetic transmitter. The first function of these
transmitters is obviously to recreate the same magnetic field as found on
Earth.
However – the second function is to use the very same magnetic field to
treat astronauts should they become ill. That is how simple it is. It works
in identical way as plasma generators and obviously this is something you
are not suppose to know about.
This technology is only preserved for the special and selected
individuals. In this case an astronaut is a major investment for whatever
country it is and even they do not fully know the full specification of
how the technology fully works.

GEOPATHIC STRESS
The geopathic stress is nothing but a distorted Schumann Field by the lay
lines.
There is no point to write too much about it. Do your own research as I
am no expert on it.
But as much as you may think this is a laughable matter - it is not!
There are two reasons why we are alive. This is also covered in other
sections of this book but because of its importance it needs to be reemphasised again and again.
The first thing which is keeping us alive is the immune system which can
be affected by almost anything. But the second and more important
thing is the Schumann Field without which we would all be dead. The
Schumann field’s function is to suppress the pathogens from flaring up.
And the geopathic stress causes the field to be distorted hence your
protection from Schumann field is compromised and even no-existent.
Especially if you remain in one place alone, e.g. A hospital bed or your
own house.
My belief is that with use of frequencies we can neutralise the distorted
Schumann field and recreate a good balance of this filed required to
sustain our life.
My universal frequencies have such exact purpose to have all good
numbers put into one single frequency, which would prevent every
disease and also it would provide the recovery of damaged tissue and
cells. Simple reversal and even ageing reversal are possible if the mind is
kept free from negative thoughts and if you pursue with the view that it
can be done.

EMF
This is incredibly broad topic.
There are so many incorrect in my view believes of so called scientific
and medical proves.
The problem with those scientists is - all those preaching the doom and
gloom that something cannot be done – non of them gave consideration
to Nano technology and Morgellons. So lets explain a few of my
thoughts.
1. The first thing is to talk about frequencies and their ranges. Obviously
higher frequencies are more harmful. The reason being is - EMF waves,
which are now being rolled out e.g. 5G, they begin to reach the
oscillating frequencies of our human cells. Which leads to their
oxidisation and their ultimate death. And cells can only renew at a
certain speed so being surrounded by strong 5G field will lead to
accelerated death.
One might wonder why Israel said they would not allow 5G in their
country.
2. The strength of the EMF field is another thing to discuss - obviously
like radiation - the stronger the EMF the more harmful it can be - but
also depending on the frequency range being transmitted. So there is
some truth that EMF can harm but EMF can also cure almost every
disease. And if the correct frequency is applied then that number can
neutralise and even revers the harmful EMF.
It is like with electronic harassment or anything else. Any negative
frequency can be defeated and even turned positive with the correct
knowledge and the correct frequency. It is all about mathematics.
3. The most important thing about EMF and the garbage I hear and read
in so many sources is that it caused direct harm. Perhaps….
But nobody on this planet ever mentions things like pathogens, nano
technology and Morgellons.

Nobody on this planet says that EMF is harmful not as a direct cause but
as a source of energy or a stimulant to pathogens and to nano and
Morgellons.
The prime harm of EMF comes not from EMF itself but from parasites,
viruses, bacteria which can grow many, many times faster than if not
exposed to increased EMF.
And this is the main problem with what people know and think. The
prime harm comes not from EMF but from other agents already dwelling
inside.
And as is the purpose of this book - the frequencies are simply EMF. And
EMF can combat and destroy everything and even revers it. Obviously,
unless the microwave weapons are deployed with intensity, which cannot
be managed, fast enough by the reversal process.

5G
Combine the following:
5G + DNA + Nano particulates + Central
Computer in Geneva or Pentagon and they can control the following:
- Your Mind
- Induction of new diseases
- Discreditation process
- Your decision making
- Your mood
- And possibly everything else.
So how does it work? It is simple.
We have been impregnated with nano technology or nano particulates
through chemtrails, vaccination, food poisoning, you name it.
Now, why? So these tiny little nano robots can be activated to do
anything they are asked to do. For me there is no end of what they can
do.
We need to start with perhaps the word discredit - imagine someone
comes with a cure for cancer? What happens then? You cannot simply
allow everybody to suddenly become cured? Can you?
So how does it works - you simply program those nano robots to
assemble themselves into identical virus or bacteria and you recreate
identical disease in the very person who lays claims of having the cure.
This is how you control the process of what and when you can be
assisted and to what extent. Nobody will ever be cured in 100%. Because
whoever is in charge of this circus has no interest in making our numbers
on this planet even larger and also loosing income which can be
converted into other commodities.
Now, lets talk about how come out of millions of physicists we’ve had no
one person who would come forward and said we can cure HIV or Ebola
or almost anything by using the magnetic field to blast any pathogen we
want. Who and how, are those so called intelligent people, controlled
by. The simple answer is - mind control and the technology implanted in
us controlling our thoughts and actions.
Another thing is the use of 5G to oxidise our cells with high frequencies
which obvious die soon after. This leads to an earlier death.

Imagine if you could use a mass transmitted wave in the open air and
wifi to demoralise people. To make them depressed. To make them
demotivated. To discourage them from wanting more than just doing an
absolute minimum, only to survive from month to month. To make all of
us underachieving.
And the final application of 5G according to Mark Steel and with which I
agree is pending the complete extermination of all of us one day in the
very near future.
If you see how technology has progressed with internet only being
invented 30 years ago and smart phones no more than 15 years ago we
may expect a similar event to the Biblical Flood which will wipe out
99.5% of population. And when they turn a certain frequency on you will
not be able to resist the program of mass extinction they prepared for
us.
This may be implemented perhaps as:
- global virus - as lethal as Ebola
- A harvest of humans similar to described in metatech.org. This would
be staged as something similar to the coming back of Jesus Christ.
- Some sort of cataclysm which would send masses on the streets
leading to the third world war
- Or perhaps this book might trigger a global event of unimaginable
proportions.
Imagine - if you gave the humanity the cure for all diseases - where
would this lead to?

RADON AND OTHER RADIOACTIVE ELEMENTS
There are number of invisible things surrounding us, which we never
consider to be the source of our medical issues and defective wellbeing.
Radon and other radioactive elements exist in our rocks and substrata in
the ground. Depending on location and the bedrock characteristics of
where you live and dwell you may be highly affected by the “fumes” of
this element
This can then lead to health issues, which may be unexplained.
The information on how badly your area may be affected can be found
on the internet and this is no secret as where and how bad things can
be.
There are also meters and specialists which can verify if radon or other
elements exceed “safe” levels in your house or neighbourhood.

CHEMTRAILS
You might think chemtrails are a fantasy but all you need to see is Mark
Steel film on 5G to be convinced that we are being sprayed over almost
daily.
I had one realisation one day - the pilots of the plane tankers also get a
day off from time to time. Perhaps even all of them at the same time.
Since these planes must be flown almost all of them at once the pilots
tend to be rested as a whole fleet.
And guess what are those days when they get time off - Bank Holidays.
So watch the sky and notice on Bank Holiday weekends - the sky tends to
stay crystal blue for the entire weekend.
Now - lets talk about what is the content of the chemtrails (other than
the garbage about metals, viruses and bacteria) - the thing that
concerns me most is the nano particulates or the nano technology.
Remember the word “discredit”. This technology which we already
spoke about is the key weapon used against us to control our mind and
body.
The more you inhale it the more control they have over you. The more
toxic you become.
There is not much more to add - this is the main reason of our crippling
illnesses in the society.
They know that sooner or later a breakthrough will occur in medicine,
hence another weapon must be in place to prevent those achievements.
Sadly for them - every weapon can be destroyed or deactivated and
magnetic resonance is all you need.
It is also important to highlight here that they have already invented the
new type of chemtrails, which will be invisible and we will never notice
them in the future above our heads. I believe this is already been
implemented at the end of 2019.

BEES AND PLANT DISEASES
Like with anything, with use of frequencies we can destroy any harmful
agent. This is no different with plant diseases and parasites affecting
bees.
It is shocking how little the scientists know and how little is attempted
to make these improvements.
I’d like to think that some of the universal frequencies will be equally
good in preventing plant and bee diseases. All we can do is to try…

THE UNIVERSE
The scientists say (or perhaps these are lies) and if it is true - we need
to presume the following:
There are trillions of galaxies in the universe and each of them has
billions of stars.
Each star has a potential to have a planet or planets like ours.
This is the number we get: 1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000.
This is how many planets like ours may exist in the universe.
And if anybody thinks that we are alone he or she must be insane.
Imagine only if somebody was to evolve only a thousand of years ahead
of us, which is unlikely considering the age of the universe. I say it is
unlikely because it is more likely like a million or a billion of years ahead
of us.
Stop and imagine technology advanced millions of years ahead of us.
Such technical advancements are beyond our imagination.
This simply shows you how primitive and arrogant we are by thinking
that we are alone and that what we know and the advancements we
have are the best in the universe.
We have only evolved a few thousands of years ago. And almost certainly
with help of one of those civilisations.
We are almost certainly still in a laboratory or some sort of a circus for
those who have the ultimate knowledge about everything. Those who
are in control of this planet and our development.

MIND CONTROL
There is no doubt in my head that we are mind controlled. Every single
one of us. With the latest 5G technology certain frequencies can be
emitted which can induce anger, demotivation, anxiety. Almost any
feeling can be induced with frequencies. We are nothing but frequencies
also probably including our mind.
But how? The answer is very simple - nano technology. Nano robots
implanted inside us with Chemtrails, vaccinations and food and water.
I will only ask you this one question - who and how stops millions of
physicists from applying resonance in medicine in killing pathogens. Who
and how?
Who and how makes people believe we are too thick to blast tiny little
viruses with resonance?
Who and how? Or is it just psychology?
“Make the lie big, repeat it many times and they will eventually believe
it!
Millions of people - unable to see this simple method of curing disease.
We are nothing but lemmings. Brainless lemmings. Controlled by nano
robots.

AGE REVERSAL
Remember – what you have been told you all life are all lies! All things
are impossible!
Those who say something is impossible are the lowest form of life. Those
who down play our children by telling them how useless they are deserve
to perish for good.
Those who say something cannot be done, they stop us from making
progress.
When it comes to most ridiculous things like age reversal - unless you
think it is possible you will never ever attempt to search answers.
We’ve been there before. There is knowledge and technology in the
Universe which enables age reversal. Is it possible?
The answer could be as simple as the word - Frequency. We are all made
of frequencies. Everything can be described with frequencies except
perhaps the consciousness. Or may be I’m wrong.
Is Consciousness a frequency? Or is it something else we do not fully
understand yet?
If our minds can be controlled then the consciousness is probably a
frequency too.
Almost certainly this process can be decelerated, stopped or even
reversed? How would that be possible?
Again - the Frequencies is the answer to this question. We already can or
will be able to disable that process in our cells one day. Or may be we
already use it - some very important individuals in charge of this Planet.
Some very reach people already planning their next life. Young and
healthy forever. In return for being their servant and sponsor.
One day….

THE DARWIN THEORY OF EVOLUTION
There is a very simple explanation in Darwin’s Theory of Evolution study the Ancient Alien visitations, read first few pages of the Bible and
it should be rhetorical as what happened and how we evolved.
We have been almost certainly modified about thirteen thousand years
ago or later by combining DNA of our local chimpanzees and God’s DNA.
Someone just did a cut and paste exercise with DNA segments the same
way we can do it in our labs today with less advances creatures.
As a matter of fact our genetical engineering is probably advanced
enough to make some of those alterations in many scenarios. And wait
no longer than a few years and some mad scientists almost certainly in
China will create another human race in such a fashion. Because this is
nothing more than making things like out of LEGO blocks.
So, where is our arrogance to see this simple link between the two facts?
Where is our arrogance to deny it will be possible one day?

TIME / SPACE TRAVEL / TELEPORTATION
Nothing is impossible. We are simply too arrogant and too primitive to
even consider certain things are possible.
Nothing is impossible. When you thing something cannot be done it will
never be even attempted let alone achieved.
With space travel we can now travel at 0.8Mach in all directions across
all continents. What prevents us from going faster is technology or
perhaps means of accelerating at a much faster rate than what we can
do today. Perhaps all of this is down to oil industry. Because if we
introduced engines run on water or cold fusion reactors and/or
propulsion engines which already exist, we could then stop relying on
fossil fuels, which this is all about.
So, lets wait and see, but in my view we are no further than a decade
away before someone publishes like me a full manual to how to build
such an engine or facilities.
We are just too arrogant and too primitive to let it happen too fast….
In terms of time travel - this is something my head cannot fully
understand yet and out of so many things this one I was unable to
develop my own theory on how things relate to each other. But I hope
someone very smart will build a time travel machine by the end of this
century.
The same is applicable to teleportation. Why travel someone when you
can send the soul and body as energy between two points. This
experiment has already been conducted with a single molecule, so
perhaps we are a few decades away from larger achievements.

LIQUID METAL - AUTONOMOUS AND A I
Only just several months ago US military facilities invented a fully
autonomous liquid metal similar to that seen in “Terminator” movie.
This is not a science-fiction any longer. This is slowly becoming a reality.
Except, if those who believe we are not alone or under control of other
civilisation then this is possibly something we were given again. Like
many other things.
Now - imagine if such a thing escapes the lab and starts its own voyage?
There would be nothing to stop it.
As a matter of fact this process is already happening on a certain scale.

NANOTECHNOLOGY AND A. I.
Do you remember the very first computer we built. And the speed of it?
Now look at your mobile phone and acknowledge that this little device is
a computer million times smaller and million times faster.
And now imagine downsizing and accelerating the speed of those
microprocessors the same amount again.
The truth is - these little nano robots are already being tested on us
humans. And what is now being tested it would have been developed a
few decades before or given to us.
The best part of this story is that if you can put something like this to
good use you can obviously programme these little robots to do things in
the opposite direction and well more than that.
And if you combine your unique DNA, those little nano robots, 5G
connection through your cell phone and a central computer somewhere
in Geneva or Washington D.C. or elsewhere you then can be simply seen
and controlled by whoever is in charge of this planet.
And this is how you discredit any medical achievements.
This is how you control who lives and who dies.
Nano technology is what this book is about. Nanotechnology controls
everything. Nanotechnology is how you control the body and mind. Your
free will and your date of death are already predetermined. At least in
large way.
It took me four years to figure out that every time something was
resolved soon after I was fooled to think we are over the line.
Ask yourself this question - who and how can control nearly eight billion
people on this planet?
Who and how induces Morgellons and Motor Neurone Disease? The answer
is simple - the prison owners with means of nano technology. You need to
wake up, look around you and ask yourself - is it real?

There is possibly only a few handfuls of people who can see over and
beyond walls of this prison. Are you are one of them or are you in full
control of this technology?

CONSCIOUSNESS TRANSPLANT
There are number of claims that this technology exists and is already in
our hands. Nothing will ever surprise me. All we have to look at is some
most recent cases where people who are imprisoned, some very famous
people commit suicides in cells. Why?
Billionaires with massive fortunes, drug lords, politicians. Imagine if you
could escape justice and punishment by only ensuring your consciousness
has been freed, then left that life or been transplanted into a new body.
A bit like a real death except you retain memories from your current
life.
There are scientific proves beyond any doubt that our consciousness
exist independent from our body. Imagine if all you have to do is to
euthanise your body and get your consciousness implanted in a brand
new bone and flesh.
Impossible? Nothing is impossible. Your mind is perhaps a little too small
to even exceed simple four walls of your world created by the
Authorities.
All you have to do is watch and notice that these cases will be on the
increase.

COLD FUSION APPLICATION
I hear it time and time again - it is impossible.
You cannot remove heavy metals from your body.
You cannot remove silicone from your body.
You cannot remove nerve agents from your body.
You cannot reverse of 5G effects.
You name it - it cannot be removed or reversed from your body.
Wrong, wrong, wrong and wrong again. Yes - you can!
Remember - nothing is impossible. This is what you have been taught
time and time again so nobody ever and ever makes even an attempt to
resolve it.
So how is it done then? – all is done with principles of cold fusion.
How? It is very simple - with application of the correct frequency you
can alter the molecular properties of any substance. In effect the
vibration or resonance of those molecules makes them free agents again.
They become detached from the body and then the lymphatic system
can dispose them off.
I would like to think that this is a trivial explanation and trivial to
understand.
By changing molecular properties with frequencies and then it is bang.
We are nothing but frequencies. Everything can be modulated with
frequencies.

ELECTRONIC HARASSMENT, MICROWAVE WEAPONS & 5G
Do you think this is a coincidence?
That 5G is being rolled out in every country with the exception of Israel?
I thought for a very long time that you need to be targeted individually
by another agent. Or your phone needs to be hacked in…
Not any more. 5G will be used to tap into your phone to tune your mood
to do anything they want.
Demoralising frequencies, depression, suicide - you name it. Everything
can be converted into a frequency. And now imagine that this frequency
can be emitted around you with use of your very own mobile phone. This
is how simple everything have become.
And the very same technology can be used to control your thoughts and
what nano technology does inside your body.
2+2=4
Now - lets talk very briefly about microwave weapons. This is a perfect
tool to assassin someone. Just point a gun at a person and all you have
to do is to induce a heart attack. Invisible waves, which can penetrate
buildings and cars.
As a matter of fact - this weapon has already been deployed against me
after Christmas of 2019. Working in the garden I spotted a black
windowed car parking in the most of unusual places along a country lane
at the back of my car.
5 minutes later I begun developing a chest pain. After further 5 minutes I
nearly collapsed. It was that point in time I realise I have to remove
myself away from the view of this vehicle in order to prevent collapsing
on a ground. This is how simple things became! Feeling chest pain –
RUN!

THE BIGGEST LIES EVER INVENTED
RELIGIONS
Imagine this world thousands of years ago without religions?! Imagine
that.
And now if we presume this planet is nothing but a colony or a farm of
another civilisation or civilisations then it makes perfect sense to
introduce order by means of making people to follow conventions.
And there is nothing bigger than introducing extra terrestrial God. And
technology which would’ve been mind blowing six thousand years ago to a primitive man like us, we would have no doubt that this is our
creator himself.
Imagine how easy this must have been these many years ago.
Imagine how easy every chapter of each of the holy books would be to
implement.
Because if we didn’t have those believes we would probably kill each
other faster than we could reproduce. And we have a few of such
examples when armies of atheists mercenaries slaughtered millions of
people for a simple reason. Theft and greed.
And if we continued in this fashion we would have perished.
So this is why we have 10 commandments which are also the foundation
of our Law.

WESTERN MEDICINE
We know all about western medicine by now. What is fascinating that
this factory of death managed to name the same medical condition with
dozens of different medical terms.
This particular part of the medicine amuses me the most.
Autoimmune disease, gene mutation. These are all nothing but the
biggest lies ever invented.
Because we can stop all of it with magnetism.
The question is who and how controls our minds and our intelligence?
Who prevents millions of physicists from applying resonance in
destroying parasites, viruses and bacteria?
Who and how makes 99.9% of people to turn around and walk away as
soon as you start speaking about it?
The answer is very simple - Nanotechnology!
And this is what this book is about. Invisible nano robots controlling
everything. Mind and Body!

CLIMATE CHANGE
Not much to say is needed here.
Only one question needs to be asked - what is the human contribution of
the warming gases in the global planet’s production?
And obviously nobody has any clue what the answer is - it is less than
one percent. Yes - that is fact. We produce less than one percent of the
global production of CO2.
Now - the fact on the rise of temperatures is rather simple - all we have
to analyse is the temperature of the Sun and the fluctuation of activities
in the past few decades.
Those who are old enough should remember not wearing any sun
protection and being in the Sun for hours back in 80s’ and never having
any sun burns or nowhere near as fast as today. These days you only
need 20 minutes to look like a lobster.
Why? - the answer is very simple - our star is a lot hotter than it was 30
years ago.
But those crooked scientist hide these facts away from you.
Every single ice age was linked to the temperature of the sun. So is this
one. Except that this one may be man made…
Remember what happened at the University of East Anglia around 2010.
Botched up modelling. Falsifying data. Sacking the top scientist!
There is one very important thing to remember - those who are paid by
the government will be producing results to satisfy the expectations.
Do you think this world of scientists is any different to KGB. They are
equally well organised Their jobs depend on getting more and more
money so they can continue providing pseudo “scientific” evidence.
Unless you refer to independent and non government sources you are
nothing but a parrot. You just repeat the song they wrote for you. Having
no knowledge on the topic you cannot have any clue on who is right and
who is wrong.

Everything we know is upside down.
If you were to refer to independent sources on climate change you would
be actually faced with the threat of a mini ice age. That is something we
may see in our life time. Lets hope this is wrong. I love heat.

CLEAN ENERGY
There are dozens of inventions where clean energy or sources of clean
energy have been developed. Sadly those who made those discoveries
almost certainly are not with us anymore at least as themselves.
All patents with those discoveries have been buried.
Until someone brave comes forward and publishes them with no intent
to profit. This is probably a matter of several years.
Remember - every new invention must be approved and would need to
be controlled by cartels.

SPEED OF LIGHT & TIME TRAVEL
These two items had to be merged as according to the Theory of
Relativity once we achieve technological advances enabling us to travel
at the speed near the speed of light then we would travel well into the
future each time we made such a trip.
So time travel must be possible but this adjustment will be needed.
And the speed of light is almost certainly not the fastest speed that
exists.
The problem with these two statements by scientists is - it is all
impossible. Hence it will never be looked into. At least not for a while.
The moment you define something is impossible, this is the point in time
when no further progress is possible.

MIND CONTROL
What would be the most sophisticated weapon you can create? Another
Giga tonne TNT Nuke? What fore. To completely destroy this beautiful
planet? It would be insanity!
If you can control the population that is all you need to do. Enslave
minds and then you control the planet. Enslave the population and they
will work for you.
Create a concentration camp beyond imagination where nobody even
presumes to have been put in one of them… genius!
Imagine (I doubt you can) technology advancements some millions of
years ahead of us. Try just a few thousands…. Can you? Of course you
cannot. Because your mind is too primitive to go that far.
And the technology implanted in your brain has your imagination under
their full control.
Open minder you say you are? This is the sentence I hate the most when
anybody says it. This means you are still heavily attached to what you
know. Only when you free your mind totally, only then you can pretend
to be a free person.
Not only your body but also your mind belongs to the prison owners. This
is why your free will is nothing but a couple of empty words.

DIET - EAT EARLY AND MANY TIMES THROUGHOUT A DAY
There was a scientific experiment in Czech Republic a decade ago or so
where two groups of diabetic people were put on two different diets.
One what you know as conventional and another - my diet. Eat no earlier
than 10AM. Eat only two times a day. And eat as much as you like and
anything you like.
Now - have a guess which group loss more weight?
The first one made no improvement whereas the second group made
some substantial improvements.
The same is applicable in Japan where men live the longest on this
planet. Why? Because they eat only twice a day.
It makes no difference how much you load up in to your stomach - it has
to spend comparable amount of time digesting the food each time you
do it. What matters is, if you keep loading food five or six times a day
your organs get no chance to rest. And this obviously leads to shorter
life. Which is what the prison owners want you to believe. The shorter
the slaves live past the production period the better. This is how the
slavery worked millenniums and even a few years ago in the past in
America and Africa.
Eat less and only one or twice a day and you will be shocked what sort of
difference it makes.

THE POLICE AND THE LAW
One thing I know - the system that exist on this planet, the law, the
courts are all designed to protect the criminals.
There is one warning from me - there are secret services in each and
every country designed to eliminate individuals who cause trouble. And
like the patent office police, the judges are to intervene, report and
support cases of individuals who pose the threat to the order created by
whom? – Well, we don’t know who is fully behind it.
But the rewards are high for subordination. Insubordination can be
punished in identical way as what they have done to many doctors using
methods of alternative medicine. And they will do it to anybody posing
the threat to their business.
The police is so corrupt it is better to cooperate with criminals as they
can be more trusted.
Stay away from any official authorities” stay out of trouble.
And more importantly - do not count on their help! Because it’s not
going to come.
Other than helping you in the traffic when your car breaks down on a
motorway the purpose of the police is to protect criminals. You may find
a decent cop in one in ten. But this is about as good as it gets. Like in
any profession. Are you prepare to risk it?

THE BIGGEST FEARS EVER INVENTED
Have you ever wondered what scares you most?
Have you ever imagined if nothing existed – try it! Absolute nothing!
The fears you create are the most powerful weapons to manipulate.
Think about what you do with your children.
Snakes, spiders, confine spaces…. - nothing compares to the fear of
death. And more precisely - whether anything exists after this life. And if
it does what if you go to hell. What if you sin and your soul will roast
forever in eternal flames.
Perhaps this is true. Nobody really knows what happens when we die.
Near Death Experience - it is beyond my doubt that life after death
exists. Our consciousness exists independently from our body. So what
happens with our consciousness after we die?
Are Catholics correct or are Muslim? Buddhists or Hindu? Atheists - I wish
they were actually right. I wish nothing existed after this life but sadly I
have no confidence it is even possible.
One thing I am almost certain - fears we have in our hearts are possibly
the biggest lies ever invented. One of them is - if you are scared to die
you will always cooperate.
If we had a proof for reincarnation (which we could by now if we
investigated it) nobody would be scared to die. Nobody could be really
called a murderer as well, could he or she if we knew you live another
life after death?
If we knew there is another life waiting after this one, and not necessary
on this planet but on one of many other habitable planets in this
universe, what would stop us from ending our lives?
This is why we must be kept far away from tampering with NDE. We had
to be told by the Church to never attempt to seek answers from or on
the other side…..
Remember what church has done to us - it kept us in the dark for many
long centuries. It prevented us from accelerating our development.

Perhaps stopping us from learning the truth about the life after this one
is to stop us from being more advanced. And how to overcome the real
death!

WHERE DO WE GO FROM THIS?
These are the following risks, which must be presented to you as major
change is coming - this will be simply as a domino effect. This is how it
goes:
- removal of disease and nano technology will free mind of many
people on this planet. Most peoples’ minds are too primitive to regain
a lot of mind freedom but what will happen will be enough to wake up
the society.
- This then will lead to a lot of unrest - possibly even another world war
three
- Unrests will lead highly likely to activation of MND in all humans with
use of 5G.
- The problem they will have is - the activation may not work or only
partly or not enough.
- And then the proper troops will be deployed on the streets to kill all
civilians
- Or perhaps this will simply lead to the harvest of humans, like many
times in the past starting with the Biblical flood.
- A lot of other things will happen, but one thing is inevitable. The
number of humans on this planet will have to crash to just a few
millions.
- only those with the highest level of consciousness will survive, and in
return we will be given all technological advances which will enable
us to never work in our life again.
- We will be able to live many thousands of years. To travel to other
stars and galaxies.
- Our consciousness will be freed from constrains when we are
eventually confronted by ETs.

RIFING FOREVER AND NANOTECHNOLOGY
This was back in October 2018 when I was still Rifing “forever”. You
remove one pathogen and there it is - another one already flaring up a
day later.
Huge amount of new names of pathogens and parasites never mentioned
in common sources were testing positive.
I wondered for a very long time how was it possible to have so many
different infections. I concluded other infections and diseases must be as
complicated as Lyme itself is.
Only now in November 2019 I understood that when I was zapping
“forever” – that was nothing but nano technology and tiny, tiny robots
which would assembled themselves into another bug and into another
one and another.
I have little doubt now that what I tested or what I was fooled by was
nothing but nano technology.
And this is technology they use to discredit bioresonance and Rifing by
showing positive results of pathogens in your physical blood tests and
that the infection which you allegedly cleared is back.
Remember the word - Discredit?
And this is how many, many people try Rifing and after many months and
years almost always they all conclude that Rife does not work. Why –
because of Nanotechnology.

FRIENDSHIP - DOES ANYTHING LIKE IT EXISTS?
This is one of my biggest conclusions in my life that there is probably no
such thing as friendship.
Disappointment after disappointment with person after person.
People knock on your door, say how great you are only to call you a c**t
a few months later. Threatening with lawyers (by people by PHD titles)
after lending them equipment for free. People stealing equipment and
some people taking loans from you without ever asking. Then people
who call you a beggar after you’ve saved their life and their family
members.
The list goes on and on and on.
Even in the childhood - all was the same. Teenage years, work
relationships - all went up in ashes.
Why? - I thought there are no people like me on this planet but only
after watching the movie “The Insider” with Russel Crowe only then I
started to hope that there may be people like me on this planet. One in
a billion? Who is prepared to sacrifice everything he or she has in order
to do the right thing!
And I think only such a person or an individual could become a real
friend. Someone who has no fear to loose everything.
Everybody has its price? What is yours? What is the price tag on your life?
Are you one of those people who are prepared to stand up to the evil no
matter what?

OTHER INVENTIONS & THE PATENT OFFICE
Look around you and do not deny that everything we have in use we
could have invented many, many years ago. Why have we not done it?
Because of lies invented and fed to our heads repetitively.
We are where we are, so primitive, because of the church and so called
scientist who say something is impossible.
One another way to slow us down is - if we have a ground breaking
invention by someone who declines an offer to surrender it - such a
scientist gets assassinated. If this happens to me, at least inventions in
this book will bring the end to the longest and most sophisticated
genocide in the human history.
A car run on pure water was invented a few decades ago.
A vessel capable of flying like a UFO already exists.
Cold fusion - done
Time travel - done
Teleportation - done
Space travel - done
But all of this needs a brave person who will not just try to keep it as
his/hers. Sadly to make a change we have to work secretly until we have
results beyond any doubt and only then we have to publish it with having
in mind that we may get no penny for it as you have to patent it first
before your name can be put on it.
We have been fooled by the authorities by thinking that to claim the
discovery as yours you have to apply for a patent.
Well - let me tell you this. The patent office was invented to keep an
eye on inventions, which can pose a threat to businesses and mafias
ruling this planet. As soon as someone files for a patent, such a person
has a big cross on their back.

And the options for those individuals are very limited - sell it (which
means burring it at least for a long while) or get assassinated. Or
possibly even worse.
With this in mind and knowing there is another life after this it is a lot
easier to stand up to the system.
Remember - if you are a scientist - do not approach the patenting office.
Just give it for free to the masses. Publish everything you have on the
web. Send emails to anybody you can - friend and enemy. This is your
only chance for your invention to see the day light.

GOOGLE
For those who have no knowledge - Google is now own by Big Pharma.
Doing any research on above topics may be a complete waste of time. Or
even worse.
Remember - any tool needed to discredit they will acquire.
And it is important to understand that most stories posted on the net are
fabricated by agents of Big Pharma. Trolls paid salaries to twit and
ridicule any scientific lead heading in the right direction.
Discredit - that is all that is needed.

HYPOCRISIES
We are nothing but hypocrites. The bigger the mouth the bigger the
hypocrite. Here is why:
Bottles
In Communist days there was one shape of beer bottle. One milk bottle
shape. One lemonade bottle shape. What was to distinct the beer,
lemonade and milk were the labels.
And all of them were glass. And all of them had a deposit on them. This
is still the case in some countries but not in the most developed.
Electric cars
Toyota made an electric car back in the 70’s. You could rent it but you
could not buy it. What happened a few months after they were put to
use? They were recalled and scrapped.
Tesla cars a decade ago or so were also threatened to stop production.
Why? This is a rhetorical question.
Clothing
Everything is produced so cheaply so you can get any volume you can.
The quality of clothing and almost anything is so poor it is designed to
last only a few weeks.
In my younger days I could afford one pair of jeans per annum (in the
Communist days) and I would wear it for a year or longer. The same was
applicable to shoes and any other clothing.
T-shirts are so thin they develop holes after wearing them two or three
times. Things were never like this 30 years ago.

Cheap toys

Everything that is made, is made to last as short as possible. No matter
what it is. We love cheap but we never wonder - how long is it going to
last? And more importantly - do I need it in the first place?
One thing and this is the most important reason why we are going to be
wiped out from this planet is - we do not think what will happen with
the garbage we produce.
It is not CO2 production that threatens our civilisation. It is the
overpopulation and the waste flooding our streets, polluting our
environment. And nobody wonders where all of these toys, washing
machines, TV end up after we chuck it out to the recycling centre.
All of this waste has to be processed. And the sad thing is we only
process a small part of it. We do not have enough recycling and
reprocessing facilities. We ship waste out in containers and all of it is
then placed in a jungle somewhere in Africa or Far East.
We pretend to be civilised species yet we behave no better than rats.
Health Care
The volume of waste and unnecessary treatment produces enormous
amounts of plastic and all of this misery could be eliminated with
magnetism.
Imagine having no need to have pseudo-treatment. All surgeries, drugs,
sterilised equipment.
Imagine if you could be healthy and fit for life. Imagine the amount of
waste we would could prevent.
Summary of Hypocrisies
It was several years ago during my trip to Mexico where I stood on a
beach in the middle of nowhere and looked down and saw millions of
bits of plastic scattering this pristine beach. One of the most beautiful
views I have ever seen. Yet - it was nothing but a cess pit of our
arrogance and hypocrisies.
What we have to focus on is the waste and population of this planet.

The CO2 pollution is directly linked with the numbers of people growing
on this planet. All we have to do is to reduce our numbers and all
problems will disappear. This is how simple it is.
Now - ask yourself - how do you go about your life? Is any of the above
applicable to me?

